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State of Florida
JJDP State Advisory Group (SAG)
Quarterly Committee Meeting
Tallahassee, FL
Friday, February 18, 2011
SAG Members (8): Judge Daniel Dawson, Alan Abramowitz, John Ferro, Kip Beacham,
Tony Jones, Patti Pieri, O.B. Stander ,and Mitch Wilkins.
Florida Department of Juvenile Justice Staff Present (9): Rhyna Jefferson, Cheryl
Howard, Juliet Westmoreland, Terri Buckley, Pat McGhee Gloria Gatlin, Katherine
Jackowski, Yvonne Woodard and Assistant Secretary Rex Uberman.
Visitors (6): Mr. Dale Landry, Dr. Randy Nelson, Polly Ryan, Jennifer Grandal,
Stephanie Johnson and Kim Mowatt.
Quarterly Committee meeting was officially called to order at 9:00am
Gloria Gatlin conducted roll call.
Judge Daniel Dawson sat in for Mr. Jim Clark, as SAG Chairman
Ivan Tucker made a motion to accept the Quarterly minutes for November 18 & 19,
February 18 & 19, 2011 and August 23 & 24, 2010 meeting; motion was second by
Curtis Jenkins by conference call on July 1, 2011 SAG on conference call voted yes
motion carried.
Overview of 2011 JABG Programs/Projections
Ms. Rhyna Jefferson gave an overview of the 2011 JABG Application.
The state’s JABG application for 2011 funds is due to OJJDP by February 24, 2011.
Funding is projected to be the same as last year’s funding, $2,031,700 which must be
matched with 225,745 state funds for a total of $2,257,445. Handouts were given on
how the funds would be spent.
Follow up Items
No Follow ups.
Local Prevention and Intervention Program Presentations

Team Child Ms. Stephanie Johnson
Team Child is a collaborative effort between Legal Services of North Florida and the 2nd
Circuit Public Defender’s office that helps children turn their lives around. The children
served are facing possible placement into foster homes and residential treatment
centers but are instead provided legal, social and mental health services that allow them
to remain with their parents in an environment that affords them stability and love. Many
other benefits have resulted from this effort – success in school for kids who were failing
or had dropped out, a dramatic decrease in the recidivism rate for juvenile offenders,
enhanced family relationships, and renewed hope for happy, productive futures
Florida Child Welfare & Delinquency Model for Change Mr. Rex Uberman
Mr. Uberman described this model as a conceptual map and organization ideology that
includes definitions and explanations regarding how staff partner with families, service
providers, and other stakeholders in the delivery of services to achieve positive outcome
for youth and their families.
Primary Goals (specifically include the following):
•

Reduction in the number of youth placed in out-of-home care.

•

Reduction in the use of congregate care.

•

Reduction in the disproportionate representation of children of color.

•

Reduction in the number of youth crossing over.

•

Reduction in the number of youth becoming dually-adjudicated.

Increase Efficacy of Residential Services Ms. Terri Buckley
PACT SYSTEM assessment and Case management
Focus on Evidence Based Practices
•
•

Programming on Evidence Based Practices.
Targeted to criminogenic needs.

Create Efficiencies
•
•

Streamline processes
Eliminate duplication

Accountability

•
•
•
•

Youth level
Staff level
Program level
State spending level

Faith Network and Chaplaincy Services Website Mr. Andy Hindman
The mission of the Faith Community Network and Volunteer Chaplaincy Services
program is to provide a full range of programs and services that will turn around the
lives of troubled youth and ensure that voluntary chaplaincy services are available to
youth and their families during times of family crisis.
Priority:
•

Supporting the faith and community based organization to enhance existing
programs, and develop and implement new programs and services designed to
meet the needs of youths and their families.

•

Establishing a positive, proactive relationship with faith leaders and encourage
their involvement in juvenile justice issues.

•

Recruiting and developing a resource of volunteers through faith and community
partners to work with youth (both delinquent and non-delinquent)

•

Developing and maintain a resource guide on all involved organization for the
purpose of improved communication and coordination regarding the availability
and use of services and resources.

The Evans Project Ms. Kim Mowatt
The Evans Project will address Disproportionate Minority Contact DMC which refers to
the over representation of minority youth at every stage of the Juvenile Justice system,
from arrest to detention to probation and commitment.
Pine Hills has one of the highest juvenile arrest rates in Florida. In response, The
Evans Project wants to help. We want to represent a new way of working with youth,
families, and communities by empowering them to access the resources and
opportunities already available in the Pine Hills community.
We hope to provide referral and resource information that will make an impact on youth
and their families. In order for our youth to do better, their families have to be better, and
the community in which they live must become better.
The Evans project staff refers youth and adults residents to programs or agencies in the
community that can help with specific needs or problems. The staff and board
continually monitors community wants and needs to identify resources, services or
programs that are needed.

Grants and Contracts Sub-Committee
Greetings by Secretary Wansley Walters
Mr. Jim Clark introduced Secretary Wansley Walters to the State Advisory Group. The
Secretary thanked everyone for having her. One of the things that the Secretary would
like to see is the SAG profile to be made larger. She reminded the SAG that they were
appointed by the Governor and the SAG could be a tremendous help to the department
by getting our legislators to help us work with their own individual communities.
She also spoke about the system being reformed. Secretary Walters spoke about how
changes took place in Miami 10 years ago. Once changes were implemented, it worked
even better than expected. Miami arrests have been reduced by half and its re-arrest
reduced by 80%. They have reduced their detention population by two thirds percent.
Secretary Walters stated that before the changes took place, there were over 350
arrests in a week and over 70% of those kids were getting re-arrested. Basically by
focusing on early screening and assessment which is the responsibility of the
Department of Juvenile Justice, the department was able to divert these Juveniles and
put them into community programs. However, once these kids have been arrested
several times, these community programs are more reluctant to accept these children
because they see them as a different type of client then they would want. By doing early
screening and assessment, we have seen re-arrest plummet.
The next change was to implement Civil Citation because they were not doing anything
to help the first time offenders. Secretary Walters stated that Civil Citation should be
State wide and written into statute because it isn’t just a program. It should be part of
our system, it should not be at the desertion of anyone, and it should be how our system
works.
She spoke about how hard they worked with 37 Law enforcement agencies in Miami to
apply Civil Citation across the board. So far they have over 8 thousand juveniles that
would have went into the arrest system but participated in Civil Citation, and over 82%
of them successfully walked away from the situation without getting into trouble. One of
the things that will be done at DJJ is moving the collection of data on Civil Citation away
from the referral side but over to the prevention side because it is extremely important
that we begin to clearly document data on the value, cost saving, and keeping children
out of the system because there is not enough money to continue locking up children.
Program Updates

Ms. Rhyna Jefferson gave an update from the last SAG meeting concerning a
discussion of 11 aftercare contracts: all the agreements have been executed. The
programs are in the process of starting up to serve youth.
All of our programs including Disproportionate Minority Contact (DMC) and Gender
Specific are operating and serving kids. Ms. Jefferson informed the SAG that she has
been pushing the providers to serve kids, and to ensure that funds are being spent.
The department staff has been working with providers on technical assistance. From the
last SAG meeting, the board recommended that the department look at the next
Request for Application (RFA) to utilize the Community Capacity Building grant using
some of the Juvenile Accountability Block Grant (JABG) funding specifically. Offering
services for Court Notification Services to reduce the failure to appear. This will notify
kids of their court date. RFA is in the process for drafting. RFA hasn’t gone to the
Bureau of Contracts for posting however; it should be done by next week.
Request for Application Evaluation Process
Ms. Amy Johnson gave an overview of Application Evaluation Process. She informed
the SAG that the last prevention RFA put out was done in 60 days which is a very short
time frame. In terms of delays in funding, it’s not a procurement process question. That
will be something that Ms. Jefferson will have to address.
Ms. Jefferson indicated that there shouldn’t be a reason why in 2010 we are still putting
out 2007 award money. Ms. Jefferson says that it is her goal to get the department on
the State fiscal year which will streamline the process and help with our Federal
Funding.
O.B. Stander relayed to Ms. Jefferson he appreciates her effort in trying to solve the
issue and, the SAG wants to help Ms. Jefferson in any way to resolve the issue.
Mr. Clark said that Grants don’t have to be three years. Judge Dawson heard from
OJJDP that the contract could go up to five years and any contracts that are on the third
year cycle could go ahead to be extended for two more years.
Ms. Jefferson stated that the legislators have changed it to where the department can
renew up to five years instead of three. Ms. Johnson informed the SAG that there is not
actually a cap on the length of time regarding contracts. Furthermore, Ms. Johnson
advised that this can be looked into more thoroughly. Mr. Clark responded that this
sounds like it may be a solution.
O. B Stander asked if the Feds would be restrictive in terms of contract length. Mr.
James Clark informed the SAG that he and Judge Dawson made a call finding out that
the Fed’s aren’t restricted on contract lengths.

O.B. Stander offered that five years would be great however, depending on the
feedback and what kind of impact they are making; you don’t want to add two more
years to something that is not making an impact.
Judge Dawson stated that he thinks it’s a huge waste of resources to give a program 3
years when it’s doing a great job and then the contract ends. The question should be
why not just extend it to 5 years.
Ms. Johnson informed the SAG that the way the statue reads is that renewal clause are
three years for the length of the contract or whichever is greater. So you can start out
with a three year contract, have a three year renewal or a five year contract, and have
up to five years renewal. Ms. Johnson said you don’t have to renew it for the entire
three years. You can renew it annually or every two years or whatever milestone that is
set into place but that is the maximum.
Ms. Jefferson said that she would like to improve what we bring to the SAG if there are
programs that are functioning and their contract is ending. The department should be
able to bring back to the SAG recidivism numbers, programmatic and finance utilization
information so the SAG can make more informed decisions.
Ms. Johnson said one of the things that other programs do is a renewal conference call.
The providers would call in to provide you with their performance data. You would
review their contract compliance and decide to renew their contract or not.
The SAG express that the department staff should be out monitoring the programs.
Ms. Jefferson stated she is open to any new ideas. She also would have the
Delinquency Prevention Specialist attend the SAG meetings again and place them on
the agenda to provide updates on the programs that they monitor in their area. Ms.
Jefferson said that the specialists stopped attending the SAG meeting due to the travel
restrictions.
Mitch Wilkins said that they can also brief Ms. Jefferson and then she can inform the
SAG by a conference call.
Other Business
No other Business.
A motion to adjourn was made by Patti Pieri and seconded by Mitch Wilkins. Grants and
Contacts meeting was officially adjourned at 10:00a.m.

DMC Sub-Committee
2010 DMC Examination of the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice Prevention,
Probation & CommunityIntervention, and Residential Services Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Randy Nelson gave an overview on 2010 DMC Examination of the Florida
Department of Juvenile Justice Prevention, Probation & CommunityIntervention and
Residential Services. Dr. Nelson said that the number one cross culture factor to make
a person effective is language.
Secretary Rex Uberman of Probation asked Dr. Nelson if he would like to see Foster
Care apart of the report. Mr. Uberman relayed that a recent study out of Texas shows
that 60% of people in prison have been in Foster Care.
Patti Pieri stated that Public Defenders in her jurisdiction who advocates for kids try to
keep cases out of the adult system. As a result, the Public Defender will go to the
detention centers with score sheets and have every kid fill out a score sheet if their
current charges are filed in adult court. Subsequently, they will look at a score sheet that
shows them that they will go to prison for an extended period of time based on their
prior offenses they committed. Ms. Pieri stated she thinks it’s a great wakeup call for the
kids.
Dr. Randy Nelson, President 21st Century Research and Evaluations, Inc
Youth Referred for Delinquency
Although the number of youth referred for delinquency in Florida (as well as nationally)
has been on the decline across all racial, ethnic and gender group, it is projected that
within the next two (2) to four (4) years, black male youth will surpass white male youth
as the largest delinquency referral intake population for the first time in the history of
Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ).
DJJ Probation
Fiscal Year 2009-10, marked the first time in DJJ’s seventeen (17) year history that
black males surpassed white males as the largest population of youth placed on DJJ
probation. During FY 2000-01, black males comprised 28% (9,392) and white males
37% (12,434) of the youth placed on DJJ probation. In comparison, a decade later (FY
2009-10), black males comprised 31% (6,750) and white males 30% (6,450) of all youth
placed on DJJ probation. Although the total number of black males placed on DJJ
probation declined during this time period.

DJJ Residential Placements
Unlike recent and projected delinquency referral intake and probation trends, black male
youth have historically comprised the largest population of youth committed to a DJJ
residential placement. During FY 2000-01, black males comprised 38% (3,330) and
white males 36% (3,180) of the youth committed to a DJJ residential placement. In
comparison a decade later (FY 2009-10), black males comprised 43% (2,350) and white
males 29% (1, 587) of the youth committed to DJJ residential placement. Although the
total number of black males committed to a DJJ residential placement decreased
Summary Findings and Recommendations
A review and analysis of program release, completion and recidivism or subsequent
offense data revealed that black males, tended to have a higher rate of program failure
at each stage of DJJ’s continuum of services (prevention, diversion, intervention,
residential and aftercare services.
Black youth made up the largest segment of the juvenile population disproportionately
represented in Florida’s juvenile justice system. More specifically, black males
accounted for the vast majority of this disproportionality. Although black males
comprised approximately 11% of Florida’s 10-17 age group population, their
representation among youth who received deeper-end probation (31%), detention
(42%), residential placement (43%) and transfers to adult court (51%) was significantly
higher than their representation in front-end prevention (20%) and diversion (21%)
services.
Conclusion
The factor contributing to an individual youth’s failure to successfully complete DJJ
program services or subsequent offending or re-offending behaviors are numerous and
beyond the capabilities of a single program. However, programs must increase efforts to
assess and view each youth within four (4) domains (individual, family, education and
community). Which encompass all of a youth’s social, physical, mental, spiritual and
environmental factors.
Recommendations
For the first time in the history of the agency, black male youth are poised to become
the largest group of youth referred to DJJ for a delinquent offense. In additional, black
male youth hold the distinction of having the highest recidivism rate within each of the
DJJ program service areas (prevention, probation & intervention and residential
services). It is recommended that current efforts by DJJ to target its prevention services

and resource in high delinquency referral zip codes be more narrowly focused on
specific communities within these zip codes with historically high level of juvenile crime.
Although a zip code may have a high volume of delinquency referrals, particular
communities may account for the vast majority of the referrals.
Mr. James Clark referenced a book called The New Jim Crow Law written by Michelle
Alexander, which is an excellent book to read. Mr. Clark stated it would also be nice to
have her down for a presentation at one of the SAG meetings.

Update on Situational Environmental Circumstance (SEC)
Ms. Rhyna Jefferson gave a brief update on Situational Environmental Circumstance
Model Project (SEC), Florida A & M University, which is a DJJ contract.
The program is up and running the contract was signed in October 2010. As of today
they have conducted a total of four trainings. All contracts have been signed and
executed and is in place with Edwards Waters College.
The project is moving along. While there was a slow start up at first, everything is
running smoothly now. According to the last report in January, training has taken place.
All of the subcontracts have been executed and we are hoping to have invoices in the
next few weeks.
Overview of 2011 DMC Benchmark Report Dr. Kevin Wang, DMC Analyst
Dr. Kevin Wang gave an overview of 2011 Benchmark Report.
2010 Minority Youth in Florida
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

African American youth comprised 21% of the entire youth population.
Gadsden County had the largest proportion (64%).
Pasco County had the smallest proportion (4%).
17 counties had African American youth greater than 21%.
Hispanic youth comprised 24% of the entire youth population.
Miami-Dade County had the largest proportion (55.9%)
Gulf County had the smallest proportion (2%).
13 counties had Hispanic youth greater than 24%.

African American Juveniles Overrepresentation 2010
•
•

In Florida, the DMC issue for African American youth remains widespread.
67 counties in Florida.

•
•

66 counties with calculable referrals-received (Relative Rate Index) RRI for black
youth.
65 counties have referrals- received RRI greater than 1-black youth are
overrepresented at the referrals-received stage of the juvenile justice system.

What Should Be Done?
•

A 10-year long-term DMC Benchmark report.
√ Reveal reliable trends.
√ Facilitate targeting counties with escalating DMC issue.
√ Enable a fair evaluation of DMC intervention.

•

Published reports and research indicate that
√ “Cumulative effect” of racial/ethnic impact.
√ A lack of understanding about the front-end of the judicial system-youth’s police
contact & police decision.

Follow-up –Purchase and Distribution of “Bring Your A Game” DVD.
Ms. Juliet Westmoreland said that the DVD’s has been received and will be disbursed in
the upcoming months.
A motion to adjourn was made by Tony Jones and seconded by Judge Daniel Dawson.
DMC Committee Meeting was officially adjourned at 1:45pm

Finance Sub-Committee
JABG 2007 & Interest
JB804 Evidence Base has spent all funds.
C0125 Probation Pact invoices have been processed. The balance is zero which will
show on a future report.
N1105 JJIS Maintenance shows $113,000 to be spent. Invoices have been submitted in
that amount.
Mr. Clark commented that Ms. Linda Rosen, the OJJDP Rep and Ms. Jefferson had a
major conversation on giving back money. Ms. Rosen recommended we talk with some

states on giving back funds. One of the things for us to do is a Request for Application
(RFA) before we get the money because we typically know when we are going to have
the money. We have had some challenges getting the money out. Ms. Jefferson is
looking for alternatives so this will never happen again.
N9125 Faith Base had an invoice processed for $10,000. The project’s remaining
balance is $175. Project will present tomorrow.
T0125 JDAI travel will be reverted funds in the amount of $3,862.
Mr. Stander commended Ms. Jefferson on her efforts in getting these funds spent.
Rev. Ferro commented he did not understand how monies can sit there for so long and
then in a matter of a short time get spent.
Ms. Jefferson responded it took a lot of us talking to the providers and staying on top of
it and we had to push to get it done. We have had some challenges internally. The
OJJDP Rep said Florida has always had this problem. Ms. Jefferson stated the
Department is getting better. As the awardees let the Office of Prevention know when
they are experiencing challenges we can work to redirect this money. We all have a role
to play internally, as long as we are under Mr.Uberman’s leadership and new
administration we are definitely committed to doing better going forward.
Mr. Stander stated he sees the intensity has increased.
Judge Dawson commented JABG funds in the past were presented to the SAG and
SAG approved. Who formulates the JABG budget for us?
Mr. Uberman answered that it is done as a group and then the Secretary approves it for
presentation.
Ms. Howard commented that some of the funds were recently awarded and the
Department has to go through the same process in getting contracts completed within
their branches as providers with outside vendors.
Ms. Jefferson referenced the C0125 PACT with MIS had to be contracted out.
Mr. Stander said the Department has gotten more strategic in how they are spending
their JABG money over the last regime. But getting it done and out have been a
struggle.
Mr. Stander commented that formal approval has always been provided by the Group
and if there was a change staff would bring that to the SAG for approval. SAG has
never denied the department’s request.

The 2007 JABG federal award ended November 26, 2010, and there was 90 days to
have obligated funds spent and invoiced. Staff has informed the Committee that
$14,634 will be reverted to OJJDP.

JABG 2008 & Interest
Mr. Stander stated the award runs out on January 1, 2012. We have 13 and half months
to strategically spend this award and we have a RFA that still needs to go out. .
There is a little over $400,000. It is a significant amount of money.
What is the time frame to get the RFA turned around?
Ms. Jefferson replied it takes about 3 months max to get the funds out. We will begin
the process in two weeks. There will be 9 months to have it spent. A request for
extension will be filed.
Mr. Stander mentioned H9125 Prevention PACT for $82,205 there has been no
movement. Staff has informed us awardees will begin spending these funds.
K9125 Evidence Base for $102,050 a follow up with a more detailed explanation will be
given.
M9125 Collaborative Effort $34,580 no movement department has reported it will be
spent.
Mr. Stander asked about O9125 the Supreme Court grant, it is a concern but a greater
concern is what they were doing with the funds?
Ms. Jefferson responded an amendment was just done for additional trainings. At the
last SAG meeting Judge Dawson brought up whether we have to collaborate with them
vs. contract with them. The follow up was made with OJJDP and it was reported that we
are just required to collaborate. But over the years SAG has funded them to provide
training and technical assistance to Judges and court staff across the state. The
Supreme Court will be here tomorrow to present to the SAG to give a more in-depth
overview of what they do and what they intend to do with the funds that have been
awarded. They have implemented it somewhat but not to the degree that she thinks
they should. There are two representatives, Ms. Polly Ryan and Ms. Jennifer Grandal.
2110H - Friends of Children - Save a Generation, grant has cancelled. Funds will go out
in the Request for Application.
Community Capacity Building will be put out in the next few weeks.

JABG 2009 & Interest
Mr. Stander stated award expires May 2011. Currently, there are many with no
movement.
The 2008 Award has $346,392 and 2009 has $221,435 along with the interest. All will
go out in the Community Capacity Building RFA. The grants from to dates will cross
fiscal years.
JABG 2010 & Interest
Mr. Stander stated award expires June 30, 2013, plus 90 days. There are two sub
grants that are ready to be spent. The two items are waiting for authority. We are in a
situation awaiting budget authority to spend the additional funds.
Mr. Clark stated that if there is something that the SAG needs to help with to get the
authority, please let the SAG know.
There is 1.8 million to be spent.
2007 Title II Award
Mr. Stander stated this award ends March 31, 2011, plus 90 days.
21st Century was reduced on report because more funds were spent last fiscal year. As
of today they have spent the $40,000 allotted this year.
U0270 the Non Violence grant has invoiced all monies and are being processed this
week, they will show up on a future report.
Mr. Stander said the dates go past the end of the award on the Gender Specific grants.
Ms. Howard stated the date reflects the term of the sub grants which are picked up in
the 2008 award. The funds in the 2007 award will be spent by June.
Mr. Stander voiced his concern that we do not have a lot of time to spend this money.
Ms. Jefferson said regarding the Gender Specific there are a few that are spending at a
very good pace. The Department put this money out way too late. Ms. Jefferson stated
she is encouraging staff to work with providers to get this money spent by June 30th,
and she is hopeful.

Mr. Stander asked where the $93,000 came from on the last line of the report.
Ms. Howard responded the $93,000 is the excess of what was not spent by providers.
Ms. Jefferson responded we will not be able to contract it out. Hopefully, we will use
these funds for staff to attend several conferences relating to DMC.
There is a Preventing Crime conference coming up. Ms. Jefferson stated as far as
putting out an RFA for these funds, it is too far behind. Ms. Jefferson asked if it was
Judge Orlando that asked about the travel. Mr. Stander answered to have communities
go see a JDAI Model Training in Albuquerque, New Mexico, they have it all right. Judge
Dawson asked if it could be used for the workshop in April for the SAG. Ms. Jefferson
answered yes, there might be some flexibility. She will speak to her boss.
Mr. Stander said it is use it or lose it now.
Rev. Ferro asked, is it possible to use a concept paper, and is it faster? No, replied Ms.
Jefferson some thought that, but no. We have to use an RFA because that is the
process that has been implemented for our office.
2008 Title II Award
Award ends in September 2011.
The SAG is still using the 2007 award for travel expense.
0271D Orange County School Board has spent $11,334 as of today.
3271F Volusia County School Board has submitted one invoice for $4,316.43.
Ms. Jefferson stated that the to be determined (TBD) amount of $74,930 is targeted to
go out in March 2011, along with Title V to be used for Safe Schools and Students
Program. There is a 50% match requirement with Title V. The one safe school program
we had Gilchrist School gave the funds back because of the match. OJJDP is trying to
determine if they will keep the Title V award around, because it is a minimal amount,
people are not applying for it and it does not seem to be worth the effort.
Mr. Clark asked about the JDAI grants. We have been on this for quite a period of time,
about two years. Have they not turned in their invoices?
Ms. Pieri responded, that is the problem. It should be remembered that each community
has to submit a bid.
Ms. Johnson is going to help with that aspect.

As of February 16, the balance is 1.8 million. It has changed dramatically in just a
couple of weeks.

2009 Title II Award
Mr. Stander commented the award will end in September of this year 2011. Same time
frame, same issue as 2008. Is the time frame correct? Ms. Howard answered, yes, the
term is correct. It is the same as 2008 award. We received an extension on the 2008
award.
Ms. Jefferson stated we plan to ask for an extension on the 2009 award.
No movement on this grant. Mr. Stander expressed a concern that there is one year
before this federal grant expires. We have until the end of the year to spend all of this
money. We did a good job of getting the money awarded but not spent.
2010 Title II Award
Mr. Stander stated there is 1 year and 9 months to get this money spent. All are to be
determined (TBD). There is 3 million dollars.
No grants have been awarded. The sub grants will begin next fiscal year July 1st.
Mr. Stander commented we want to get ahead of it so we are not in the same boat.
When we talk about cuts it is a significant amount of money.
2008, 2009, 2010 Title V
These funds are not being spent.
Mr. Clark commented it was not enough money for them and that is why they did not
apply for it.
These funds will be put out in an RFA for Safe Schools and Students Program.
Other Business
We are getting ready to develop the 2011 JABG and Title II applications. Ms. Jefferson
reported the JABG application is ready to go to OJJDP.
Mr. Stander asked if the SAG approve that application. He recalled doing it on a
conference call in a prior year.

Ms. Jefferson stated basically, it is our internal programs being funded out of the 2011
some of the same things that have taken place year after year, training, the PACT, and
system improvement projects.
Mr. Stander stated there is about 5 million between the JABG, Title II and Title V.
Ms. Jefferson stated Mr. Chris Antwi is the JABG Coordinator who will be leaving the
Department. They would present the 2011 JABG application to the SAG tomorrow.
Mr. Stander stated it is one of the most important things we will be doing.
Judge Dawson wanted to know if SAG will vote on whether to renew the projects. Are
there other projects that will be considered also? It was thought to be year one of three
years. They were contacted in December by the Department. It had to be renewed for
another six months and there was enough money to continue with the extension. His
understanding was that there was a need to present for the SAG to decide whether to
approve year two.
Ms. Jefferson said the next rounds of programs will be the DMC programs many are
slated to end in June. We will not be able to get recidivism data because that is
gathered six months after the programs end. Then the SAG will be able to vote and
advise the Department if you want to renew it based on their successes or challenges.
Mr. Clark asked if the Department is prepared to make their recommendation to the
SAG.
Ms. Jefferson replied, we will be ready prior to the contracts ending when we bring the
renewals before you. Then you all will be able to recommend to the Department if you
think we should renew these programs based on their successes and challenges.
Ms. Jefferson stated if we are going to renew the projects that are ending in June we
have to give the Bureau of Contracts ample time to prepare the renewal and get it to the
providers.
Mr. Stander asked if the Grants & Contracts Committee is approving the renewals.
Ms. Jefferson answered it normally the entire SAG.
Mr. Wilkins commented that on renewals, the Grants & Contracts Committee just
recommends.
Mr. Clark wanted to cast his vote particularly for the Evans program he did not want that
delayed in any way along with the other DMC programs.
Ms. Pieri said she was looking at how much money has been used on DMC. She said it
is such a big part of what we do. Do you think it would be possible to get an accounting

of the money that has been spent and what we have gotten for that money over the last
three years back to 2007? SAG has put a lot of money into this. She does not have a
feel for what has been accomplished.
Ms. Jefferson reiterated Ms. Pieri’s request which is to know starting from 2007 how
much money we have spent based on programming and the initiatives on what we have
done around the state. She said she will work with Research and Planning intensively to
do her best to have that at the next May meeting.
Judge Dawson asked if whether tomorrow it could be voted on with the rest of them or
on a conference call.
Ms. Jefferson said we will need to have a conference call because the contract will end
prior to our next meeting in order to give contracts enough time.
Ms. Pieri stated she did not remember voting on renewals.
Mr. Stander asked how many grants are coming up for renewals.
Ms. Jefferson reported all nine DMC will be coming up of renewal they did not start at
the same time as the Evans project. Evans has been in existence a year and a month.
This program was not in the batch with the DMC programs. There was no method to
inviting the Evans project to present versus others coming.
Mr. Stander stated we only have one DMC program to present and others did not get to
make a presentation. Is that fair to everybody else?
Ms. Jefferson stated the purpose of the presentations is so the programs that the SAG
is funding can come and share with you all the highlights and successes of their
programs. But ultimately the decision to renew is based on the advice from the SAG on
performance and what those providers are actually doing.
We can do it in one of two ways, Ms. Jefferson stated, providers can come before the
SAG or we can give you good information based on their performance and allow you to
determine if you want to continue funding that program. We can do that for the Evans
program which does not end until June 30th since it was extended. It is now on the same
time table as the other DMC programs. It is up to the SAG.
Mr. Stander commented he did not think we give enough money to require people to
travel and give presentations.
Mr. Clark said he wanted data.
Mr. Wilkins mentioned that grants committee makes recommendation and then they
come before the SAG for approval.

Judge Dawson asked if this was done last year. Are we going to renew every year?
Were we to reapprove renewals? We need to figure out the policy. He did not
remember voting on renewal but was told this was year two or three of the grant. He
did not think the SAG had done this before.
Ms Jefferson said she would take responsibility for that. She thought it came back
before the SAG perhaps she was trying to take it a step further. She thought all
renewals came back before the SAG.
Ms. Pieri did not remember approving renewals.
Ms. Jefferson stated all contracts are done on an annual basis the language is in the
contract that states the Department will renew on an annual basis, and on the
availability of funds.
Mr. Wilkins said if the state thinks there is an issue on one of the programs they will
bring it in front of SAG we will review it and vote on it. In the past, we have gone back
over some renewals when there were issues.
Mr. Clark commented when there were programmatic difficulties and we were going to
pay attention to them because we were not getting what we wanted from them.
Mr. Stander commented that it would be helpful if the Department briefed the SAG once
a year on the projects particularly the ones we are spending significant amount of
money on, not just numbers of youth but how they are doing, and are they making a
difference. That would be the recommendation and of course we would approve
everything with the exception of something that was not working.
Judge Dawson suggested a paragraph on what they were doing and any issues that
DJJ perceives and a recommendation would follow on whether they should be renewed
for year two or three. We could vote in mass on the ones with no problem. If there were
about five that had a particular issue then we could invite them and ask questions. We
could have them available by telephone, letting them know in advance that we may call
during the day if we have questions.
Mr. Stander said he did not remember the SAG going against recommendation of staff
when briefed on whether the money was being spent wisely. Where there were cuts it
has always been staff’s recommendation. The Department tried to fix things and could
not and said we need to pull this money.
Closing comments
Mr. Stander requested the following comments be in the minutes.

Mr. Stander commented that Ms. Howard has done a spectacular job with the finance
report. Mr. Stander commended Ms. Jefferson. He had not seen anyone push like she
has to get the money spent.
Times are tough nobody has the money they need. We have to find a way to process
funds effectively.
Mr. Stander said let the minutes reflect the concern that money continues to be shifted
without the approval of the SAG. The SAG has never disapproved anything but formality
is required for approval. The SAG does not approve the moving around of the money,
without some knowledge of the move.
Mr. Stander stated it has been both ways in the past and recently he heard no big deal,
then every now and then he will hear the SAG is supposed to approve so if they did
something wrong it is the SAG’s responsibility.
Rev. Ferro, said if you look at the criteria of the SAG, it is our responsibility.
Ms. Jefferson said she respects the comments and the Department will do that. How
detailed do you want that. For example, the money that was set aside for the programs
that they did not spend she is looking to utilize that money for conferences. Do you want
her to convene a meeting and have the SAG approve shifting it from one place to
another?
Mr. Stander replied, if you know you want to move some money you tell the Group how
you plan to make use of these dollars and you want approval to shift it to these places.
We will give you tentative approval then at the next meeting tell us what you did.
Ms. Jefferson said she follows what is being said she did not do that because she has
to get approval internally first.
Mr. Stander said it is fine if you say you have to get approval internally. He did not want
to be bureaucratic. Just trying to say if the SAG is responsible for approving, there
should be some action.
Rev. Ferro, stated conference call or email approval will be fine with him.
Mr. Clark said Ms. Jefferson can call an Executive Committee by conference call.
Mr. Stander commented they can be approved by conference call or email. If it is sent
by email and you need action in the subject area type “I NEED ACTION” to get our
prompt attention.
Motion made by Mr. Stander and second by Mr. Abramowitz to adjourn the Finance
Committee meeting at 4:40 p.m.

The Quarterly meeting was officially adjourned at 12:00p.m.

